
A Meteor Shower

Kari yawned. The sky was dark, and the stars twinkled from high above

her. She lay in the backyard, staring at them. It was past her bedtime,

but Dad had agreed to let her stay up late. That was because tonight

was a predicted meteor shower. Kari could hardly wait to see the

amazing trails the meteors would leave across the sky. She would love

to watch the blazing stardust as it streaks through space. The night was clear. There

were no clouds in the sky, and the moon was only a crescent. Kari looked at her watch.

The weatherman on the news said the meteor shower would begin around eleven

o’clock at night. It was 10:45, which meant it was almost time! Would she get to see any

meteors?

What do you think happens next?

What makes you think so?
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A Meteor Shower

Kari yawned. The sky was dark, and the stars twinkled from high above

her. She lay in the backyard, staring at them. It was past her bedtime,

but Dad had agreed to let her stay up late. That was because tonight

was a predicted meteor shower. Kari could hardly wait to see the

amazing trails the meteors would leave across the sky. She would love

to watch the blazing stardust as it streaks through space. The night was clear. There

were no clouds in the sky, and the moon was only a crescent. Kari looked at her watch.

The weatherman on the news said the meteor shower would begin around eleven

o’clock at night. It was 10:45, which meant it was almost time! Would she get to see any

meteors?

What do you think happens next?

The meteor shower begins and Kari enjoys the amazing spectacle.

What makes you think so?

Kari is eagerly looking forward to the meteor show, as it had been predicted

for that night. Also, the weather conditions are favorable thus improving

the chances of  Kari enjoying the sight clearly.
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